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図2 正月（和歌） 図1 正月
図4 2月（和歌） 図3 2月
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図6 3月｛和歌） 図5 3月
図8 4月（和歌） 図7 4月
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図10 5月（和歌） 図9 5月
図12 6月（和歌） 図11 6月
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国14 7月（和歌） 箆13 7月
図16 8月（和歌） 図15 8月
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図18 9月（和歌） 図17 9月
図20 10月（和歌） 図19 10月
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国22 11月（和歌） 図21 1月
図24 12月（和歌） 間23 12月
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“Annual Functions" by Reizei Tamechika 
Chiyoko UNO 
This article introduces an album with twenty幽foursilk shikishis 
on its pages, which is now owned by Sunritz Hattori Museum of Arts. 
Reizei Tamechika (1823'-1864) painted annual functions of court nobles 
on twelve shikishis. Judging from his signatures, he executed the set 
sometime between 1858 and・ 1861. The set shows・ the refined skil of 
Tamechika and it is notable that he represented a three-dimensional 
space in each shikishi. On twelve other shikishis, poets and scholars of 
Kokugaku, sutdy of native culture of Japan, wrote poems about the 
same functions that Tamechika painted. The set arou関 Sour interest in 
relationships among persons who, were concerned in its execution. 
Tamechika was in favor with SanjδSanetsumu and Sanetomi. 
Tanimori Tanematsu, who wrote the poem of January, and W atari 
Tadaaki, who wrote the poem of December, served the Sanjδfamily. 
The scenes depicted are: 
January: Shihohai Ceremony, the Emperor’s prayers to the star of the 
year, the four cardinal points and burial mounds of past emperors. 
February: Going to worship at Fushimi Inari Shrine. March: Dancer 
going to dedicate a dance at Iwashimizu Hachimangli's festival. April: 
Imperial messenger reciting the imperial prayer at Kamo Shrine. May: 
Ritual of giving rice and salt to poor people in Kyoto to charity. June: 
Ritual of expiating people’s sins. July: Prayers at the Star Festival. 
August: Ritualぱ settingfish free in Iwashimizu Hachimangii.'s festival. 
September: Drinking sake with chrysanthemum flowers in at出eChry-
santhemum Festival. October: Courtiers going to Court on the year’s 
first snowfall. November: Emperor’s palanquin .going to Shinkaden 
Palace at the Harvest Festival. December: Shinto dance in the garden 
of Naishidokoro, Sacred Mirror Hall. 
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